EmPower Pinhole Series

HC-2PH-EA
2MP Starlight HD-over-Coax
Pinhole Camera

System Overview
Experience full HD 1080P video with the simplicity of using existing cabling infrastructure. The starlight HDover-Coax pinhole camera presents high quality image with rich details even under extreme lowlight
environment and supports 120dB true WDR. It offers multi-language OSD and HD/SD switchable output.
The compact design and high image performance makes the pinhole camera an ideal choice for invisible
monitoring applications such as ATM.

Features
Starlight, 120dB true WDR, 3DNR
Max 30fp@1080P
HD and SD output switchable
3.6mm fixed lens (2.8mm optional)
DC12V

Functions
Elaborate Design
For better adapting the applications for invisible monitoring, the pinhole camera is designed with micro-sized compact case, which minimizes the interference against ongoing activities. Taking aesthetics requirements into consideration, the body of the camera is all-black.
4 Signals over 1 Coaxial Cable
HD-over-Coax technology supports 4 signals to be transmitted over 1 coaxial cable simultaneously, i.e. video, audio*, data and power. Dual-way data transmission allows
the HD-over-Coax camera to interact with the HCVR, such as sending control signal or triggering alarm. Moreover, HD-over-Coax technology supports PoC for construction
flexibility.
* Audio input is available for some models of HD-over-Coax cameras.

Simplicity
HD-over-Coax technology inherits the born feature of simplicity from traditional analog surveillance system, making itself a best choice for investment protection. HDover-Coax system can seamlessly upgrade the traditional analog system without replacing existing coaxial cabling. The plug and play approach enables full HD video
surveillance without the hassle of configuring a network.
Starlight
With the adoption of high performance sensor, the camera is able to provide incomparable performance even under extreme lowlight environment. The starlight feature
allows more details to be captured and accurate color to be recognized at night or in scenes with limited illumination.
Wide Dynamic Range
Embedded with industry leading wide dynamic range (WDR) technology, vivid pictures are achieved even in the most intense contrast lighting conditions. True WDR
(120dB) optimizes both the bright and dark areas of a scene at the same time to provide usable video.
Multi-formats
The camera supports multiple video formats including HDCVI, CVBS and other two common HD analog formats in the market. The four formats can be switched over
through OSD menu or by PFM820(UTC controller). This feature makes the camera to be compatible with not only HCVRs but also most end users’ existing HD/SD DVRs.
Multi-language OSD
OSD menu provides multiple image adjustments and function settings to meet the requirements of different monitoring scenes. The OSD menu ncludes configurations
such as backlight mode, day/night, white balance and privacy mask. The camera supports 11 languages for OSD menu, namely, Chinese, English, French, German, Spanish,
Portuguese, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Russian and Polish.
Protection
Supporting ±25% input voltage tolerance, this camera suits the unstable power supply conditions. Its 4KV lightning rating provides protection against the camera and its
structure from the effects of lightning.
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Accessories (optional)

PFM321
12V/1A
Power Adapter

PFM320
12V/2A
Power Adapter

PFM320D-015
Power Adapter

Dimensions(mm/inch)

Ceiling Mount

Plane Mount

